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ExerciseExerciseExerciseExercise



Pronoun

1. There are so many cars ________ nowadays.

Exercise

1) for all places 
2) in all the place 
3) anywhere
2) in all the place 
3) anywhere
4) everywhere 

Pronoun

There are so many cars ________ nowadays.



Pronoun

2. A : Whose car is that? 
B : It's _________.

Exercise

B : It's _________.

1) hers
2) Our cars2) Our cars
3) her
4) theirs car4) theirs car

Pronoun

Whose car is that? 



Pronoun

3. There isn’t ____ at the bus

Exercise

1) anybody
2) somebody
3) are persons
2) somebody
3) are persons
4) Nobody 

Pronoun

There isn’t ____ at the bus-stop.



Pronoun

4. The old woman lived alone, with ____ 

Exercise

4. The old woman lived alone, with ____ 
to look after ____.

1) someone / her1) someone / her
2) anyone / herself
3) everyone / she
4) no one / her4) no one / her

Pronoun

The old woman lived alone, with ____ The old woman lived alone, with ____ 



Pronoun

5. ____ two rings here on my little finger belonged 

Exercise

5. ____ two rings here on my little finger belonged 
to ____ grandmother.

1) These / my1) These / my
2) That / mine
3) Those / me
4) The / myself 4) The / myself 

Pronoun

____ two rings here on my little finger belonged ____ two rings here on my little finger belonged 



Pronoun

6. When the little boy grabbed the lizard, 

Exercise

6. When the little boy grabbed the lizard, 
____ tail broke off in ____ hand

1) it’s / his1) it’s / his
2) it / him
3) its / his
4) it / one’s4) it / one’s

Pronoun

When the little boy grabbed the lizard, When the little boy grabbed the lizard, 
tail broke off in ____ hand.



Pronoun

7. A baby learns the meaning of words as ____ are 
spoken by others and later uses____ 

Exercise

spoken by others and later uses____ 

1) their / they
2) they / them2) they / them
3) they / themselves
4) it / them4) it / them

Pronoun

A baby learns the meaning of words as ____ are 
spoken by others and later uses____ in sentences.spoken by others and later uses____ in sentences.



Pronoun

8. Some of these clothes are ____ 

Exercise

8. Some of these clothes are ____ 
and the rest of ____ belong to Zack

1) yours / it1) yours / it
2) my / them
3) hers / their
4) mine / them4) mine / them

Pronoun

Some of these clothes are ____ , Some of these clothes are ____ , 
belong to Zack.



Pronoun

9. As for ____, I prefer to let people make up 

Exercise

9. As for ____, I prefer to let people make up 
____ minds.

1) myself / each other’s1) myself / each other’s
2) I / his own
3) mine / one another’s
4) me / their own4) me / their own

Pronoun

As for ____, I prefer to let people make up As for ____, I prefer to let people make up 

/ each other’s/ each other’s

mine / one another’s



Pronoun

10. The solicitor wrote a letter to Ann and ____ in 
which he asked us if we could settle the matter   

Exercise

which he asked us if we could settle the matter   
between ____.

1) I / us1) I / us
2) me / us
3) myself / ours3) myself / ours
4) me / we

Pronoun

The solicitor wrote a letter to Ann and ____ in 
which he asked us if we could settle the matter   which he asked us if we could settle the matter   



Pronoun

11. As ____ cuts it as well as he does, I always have 
my hair cut at Johnson's.

Exercise

my hair cut at Johnson's.

1) anyone 
2) Someone else’s2) Someone else’s
3) no one else
4) everyone 4) everyone 

Pronoun

As ____ cuts it as well as he does, I always have 
my hair cut at Johnson's.my hair cut at Johnson's.



Pronoun

12. They decided to buy the house because ____ 
location would allow ___ 

Exercise

location would allow ___ 

1) theirs / them
2) it / themselves2) it / themselves
3) its / them
4) it’s / their4) it’s / their

Pronoun

They decided to buy the house because ____ 
location would allow ___ to get to work very easily.location would allow ___ to get to work very easily.



Pronoun

13. Our dog is of a very good breed as  ____ is 
the offspring of two very champion dogs and 

Exercise

the offspring of two very champion dogs and 
inherited ____ features.

1) this / its1) this / its
2) he / them
3) it / their3) it / their
4) that/ his

Pronoun

Our dog is of a very good breed as  ____ is 
the offspring of two very champion dogs and the offspring of two very champion dogs and 



Pronoun

14. My brother is a college student. ____ will 

Exercise

14. My brother is a college student. ____ will 
graduate next year.

1) Him
2) He
1) Him
2) He
3) She
4) Her4) Her

Pronoun

My brother is a college student. ____ will My brother is a college student. ____ will 



Pronoun

15. Sandra and Thomas will be at the airport tonight.    
____ will arrive at 7 pm.

Exercise

____ will arrive at 7 pm.

1) He
2) She2) She
3) They
4) It4) It

Pronoun

Sandra and Thomas will be at the airport tonight.    
pm.pm.



Pronoun

16. After you meet ____ at the airport, please take 
them to the hotel.

Exercise

them to the hotel.

1) them1) them
2) they
3) him
4) her4) her

Pronoun

After you meet ____ at the airport, please take 



Pronoun

17. I have a problem with Question 
Could you please help ____?

Exercise

Could you please help ____?

1) him
2) you
1) him
2) you
3) I
4) me4) me

Pronoun

I have a problem with Question 4.
Could you please help ____?Could you please help ____?



Pronoun

18. My friends and I are going to a movie.

Exercise

18. My friends and I are going to a movie.
Would you like to join ____?

1) us1) us
2) we
3) I
4) they4) they

Pronoun

My friends and I are going to a movie.My friends and I are going to a movie.
Would you like to join ____?



Pronoun

19. Should I give this book to ____ or to Layla?

Exercise

19. Should I give this book to ____ or to Layla?

1) they
2) she2) she
3) them
4) he4) he

Pronoun

Should I give this book to ____ or to Layla?Should I give this book to ____ or to Layla?



Pronoun

20. Please don’t ask ____ that question.

Exercise

20. Please don’t ask ____ that question.
I don’t know the answer.

1) I1) I
2) we
3) they
4) me4) me

Pronoun

Please don’t ask ____ that question.Please don’t ask ____ that question.
I don’t know the answer.




